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How does a public agency use
data and public input to make
equitable, accountable, and
data-driven policy decisions?

Why we need data AND public input
• Data isn’t information and we need people’s experiences to make it
knowledge
• We need information that we don’t have from automated data
systems
• Data properly analyzed is a powerful equalizer and can help us
overcome preconceived notions or universalized experiences
• We need to prioritize the voices of those impacted the most by
decisions because the role of transit is to serve everyone, not just the
median or 85th percentile

Key Outreach Principles
• Accountable

• Prioritize gathering input directly from communities and people most impacted
by changes
• Gather both opportunities and concerns and attempt to solve the underlying
causes of problems

• Accessible and Proactive

• Meet people where they are
• Information in multiple languages

• Transparent

• Provide clear information about the project, what decisions have been made,
what decisions still need to be made, how those decisions will be made, and how
and when people can provide input
• Provide access and explain data used in decision-making

• Iterative

• Provide opportunities for input at multiple stages of the policy development
• Develop relationships with community organizations so there are channels for
feedback during and after implementation
From MBTA AFC 2.0 Outreach Principles

Bus Network Redesign as a Case
Study
MBTA undertaking a multi-year project to evaluate and redesign our
bus network to better meet current origin and destination patterns and
travel needs of the region.
Goals for Public Transit

Big Questions
There are two fundamental questions for our network redesign:

1

Is the MBTA connecting people
to where they need to go?

ACCESS

To address changing travel patterns

2

Is transit a viable option to
make the trip?

To address changing mobility contexts

COMPETITIVENESS

Data sets
Data we have
• Existing trips on the MBTA network
• Scaled trip-making data from cell phones (LBS)
• Derived demographics based on home locations
• Derived trip purpose from frequency of trips
• Stated preference survey results on transit competitiveness
Data we don’t have
• Trips not made, but desired
• Full demographics, purpose, and mode, very short trips
• Under-represented demographics in cell phone data
• True preferences for transit competitiveness

Interconnection between analysis and
input
Data Analysis

Public Input

Current trips being made between O-D pairs

- Supplementing LBS data on trip making for
underrepresented groups

Comparison between existing transit network and
vehicle trips for existing O-D pairs on competitive
measures

- What makes a trip competitive for multiple
passenger types
- Thresholds for competitiveness for multiple
passenger types

Defining local and regional destinations

- Confirm data analysis on local and regional
destinations
- Identify desired trips not currently made

Bus Network Redesign public input
strategies
• External Advisory Committee providing
feedback on the process, including public
outreach strategies and data analysis
• Translating metrics questions into real-life
examples people can respond to
• Identifying key constituencies we need input
from based on missing data and diversity of
experience
• Going to where people are in a variety of
settings

Putting it all together
• Using public input to inform
data analysis decisions
• Sharing data analysis with
stakeholders and asking for
their feedback
• Creating an iterative process
to share initial results, get
feedback, and make changes
• Incorporating public input into
other aspects of the project

Challenges
• Turning the data into something tangible people can react to before we
are too far into the analysis
• When data doesn’t match experience: when is the data wrong and when
are the data and the experience measuring different things?
• Integrating qualitative data into the quantitative analysis
• Showing the community how we are using their feedback in the data
analysis process
• Building data literacy for all different audiences
• Balancing the data analysis and the voices of the public, recognizing:
• When the data isn’t enough
• We don’t have the data we need
• We are using the wrong data

Different skills, similar process
Data analysis and public engagement should be about discovering
things that you don’t already know. Both require:
• Asking the right questions
• Being open-minded to being wrong, challenging your assumptions
• Forgiveness for sometimes being wrong
• Being iterative and looking for the best outcomes

Institutionalizing this practice
• How do we incorporate these concepts into the MBTA/MassDOT
public participation planning and practice?
• What does the MBTA/MassDOT need to change in how it writes RFPs
for planning projects in order to better integrate data analysis
(project design) and public input?

Translating Goals into Metrics

How do we turn
value statements
into something
measurable? And
that makes sense
to people?

Economy

Support regional
economy and
local living

Environment

Encourage
mode shift from
car-based travel

Equity

Prioritize
vulnerable
populations
Percent of residents that can reach
their local and regional destinations
with a competitive transit option*

Percent of current trips that
have a competitive transit
option*

*For overall as well as low-income and minority populations

What is access?
Transit is not just about moving you, but about getting you to destinations.
We want to make sure our network redesign prioritizes getting people to the places they care about.

Example
Regional Center:
The Seaport

Example Local
Center:
Lynn

Tripmaking from Regional Centers

Tripmaking from Local Centers

The places in our region that are important
centers for jobs and services, with high
volume of tripmaking.

Important areas in neighborhoods, including
shopping centers, recreational and
community centers, and schools.

The MBTA will maximize competitive access
to these high-demand locations.

The MBTA will maximize competitive access
to local destinations for nearby residents.

What is competitive?
Competitiveness means making transit a viable option for any trip we choose to serve.
Factors of Competitiveness
for the Rider
Through the last 3 years of engaging with
stakeholders, we’ve identified the following
factors that make transit a viable option:

• Service availability
(coverage + span)
• Trip time
• Frequency
• Transfers
• Simplicity of network
• Cost
• Reliability
• Comfort

Competitiveness changes based on…
The unique needs of riders
• All current and potential riders
• Low-income populations
• Seniors
• People with disabilities
Trip type
• Peak commutes
• Off-peak commutes
• Local trips within communities

Using LBS data
• To understand how people are moving
across the region (approximately 20
million trips daily)
• Data capture seasonal travel (12
months of travel data)
• Data are representative of different
demographics (with some exceptions)
• Data are anonymized and cannot be
linked to cell phone numbers or
individuals
• Data come from a range of applications
(multi-language, lifestyle, travel, news,
etc.) where people have opted in for
location-tracking and are
representative of different
demographic groups

Smart phone users
Smartphone (% of adults)
Total

81%

Men

84%

Women

79%

Ages 18-29

96%

30-49

92%

50-64

79%

65+

53%

White

82%

Black

80%

Hispanic

79%

Less than $30,000

71%

$30,000-$49,999

78%

$50,000-$74,999

90%

$75,000+

95%

